A new analytical procedure, single common factor analysis, was carried out on the data from a relatively large sample of normals (n = 101) and patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD; n = 180) to examine the extent to which there were independent effects of disease status on different neuropsychological variables. This technique uses structural equation methods to determine what all of the variables have in common, and then controls this common factor when examining the relationship between diagnostic group and each individual test variable. To the extent that AD represents the sum of independent breakdowns of different information processing domains, then there should be sets of variables that have weak or nonexistent links to the other variables. However, the results revealed that a large proportion of the AD-related effects on test scores was shared and was not independent of the AD-related effects on other variables.
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Alzheimer's disease (AD) is an insidious progressive dementia syndrome whose hallmark is the occurrence of profound memory loss early in its clinical course (American Psychiatric Association, 1994; McKhann et al., 1984) . As the disease progresses, a wider range of cognitive functions becomes clinically impaired, including most prominently language (particularly semantic-lexical referents and retrieval of such information), visuospatial, and executive functions. A variety of neuropsychiatric syndromes may develop as a consequence of the deteriorating function of the CNS, including the development of delusions, hallucinations, and other signs of impaired information processing.
Although AD had been considered a generalized dementia syndrome, more recent evidence has established that at least early in the course of the dementia patients can present with relatively restricted cognitive impairments. Thus, for example, some patients meeting the diagnostic criteria for dementia of the Alzheimer type (using either the National Institute of Neurological and Communications Disorders and Stroke and Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association [NINCDS~ADRDA; McKhann et al., 1984] or American Psychiatric Association [1994] criteria) may present with impaired language or impaired visuospatial function out of proportion to other aspects of their perforTimothy A. Salthouse, School of Psychology, Georgia Institute of Technology; James T. Becker, Departments of Psychiatry and Neurology, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Timothy A. Salthouse, School of Psychology, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0170. Electronic mail may be sent to tim.salthouse@psych.gatech.edu. mance (Martin et al., 1986; Martin, Cox, Brouwers, & Fedio, 1985) . Indeed, these subgroups (Jorm, 1985) of AD patients have different patterns of regional cortical glucose metabolism than patients with less focal patterns of impairment (Martin et al., 1986) . That is, those patients with pronounced language dysfunction had lower glucose metabolism over the temporal cortex than did patients with profound visuospatial defects. By contrast, the patients with visuospatial deficits had lower metabolism over the parietal cortex than did the language-impaired patients (i.e., a double dissociation of function). Subsequent studies have demonstrated other dissociations (Baddeley, Bressi, Della Sala, Logic, & Spinnler, 1991; Baddeley, Della Salla, & Spinnler, 1991; Becker, 1988; Becker, Bajulaiye, & Smith, 1992; Becker, Huff, Nebes, Holland, & Boiler, 1988; Becker, Lopez, & Wess, 1992) , have confirmed and extended these data, and have at least suggested that there may be biological differences between patients in these various subgroups (Butters, Lopez, & Becker, 1996) .
Although such subgroups of patients exist, by and large the impairments in cognitive function seen in any individual patient tend to be roughly equivalent across cognitive domains. The primary exception to this is the memory loss that seems most profound early in the disease relative to other cognitive functions (although see Berrios & Freeman, 1991, p. 27 , for a discussion of the history of the use of memory loss as a diagnostic criterion). Given the data on the heterogeneity of presentation of AD, and the apparent sensitivity of memory tests to the presence of the dementia, it is reasonable to ask whether the cognitive syndrome of AD represents the results of the additive effects of several independent focal impairments (either neuroanatomical or functional) or has at its core a single broad influence that can account for a significant amount of the variability in the patterns of cognitive impairment.
Although traditional univariate data analytic techniques do not lend themselves well to addressing this sort of question, newer multivariate procedures based on factor analysis and structural equation models may be more helpful. The purpose of this report is to describe our efforts to understand the degree to which there are independent and distinct effects associated with the presence of AD on measures of cognitive functioning. That is, although the performance of AD patients is significantly impaired relative to that of healthy control participants on a variety of measures of cognitive function, the extent to which the effects of AD on different variables are independent of one another is not yet known.
In the present article, we describe the results of an analysis of a large corpus of neuropsychological data using a new analytical technique designed to answer this question, single common factor analysis (SCFA). The basic analysis consists of using structural equation methods to evaluate a model such as that portrayed in Figure 1 . In the current context, group refers to diagnostic status, where normal individuals are coded as 0, and individuals with AD are coded as 1. The technique is analogous to determining what all of the variables have in common and then controlling for an estimate of that common factor when examining the relationship between the diagnostic grouping variable and each performance variable. A major question of interest in this analytical procedure concerns the strength of the direct relations from the group variable to the individual variables, which are represented as dashed lines in Figure 1 . However, because the purpose of the procedure is to determine which variables have distinct effects related to group status, independent of the effects on what all the variables have in common, the fit of the model to the entire data is only of secondary interest in this application of structural equation modeling. That is, there is no attempt to consider relations among the variables except to the extent that they are related to the group status variable, and, thus, indices of how accurately the model fits the covariance pattern for all variables are not directly relevant to the issue of determining which variables have unique covariance with the group variable.
The SCFA procedure has been used in several recent studies concerned with effects of aging on cognitive function- ing (e.g., Lindenberger, Mayr, & Kliegl, 1993; Salthouse, 1994 Salthouse, , 1996 Salthouse, Hancock, Meinz, & Hambrick, 1996) . In each of those studies, it was found that a large proportion of the age-related variance in many different cognitive variables was shared and was not distinct. In terms of the model portrayed in Figure 1 , the group variable was replaced by the variable of age, and the independent age-related influences, corresponding to the dotted lines, were few in number and small in magnitude. That is, once the relationship between age and what all the variables had in common was taken into account, only a few variables were found to have independent relations with age. These findings were interpreted as consistent with the idea that increasing age in adulthood affects a small number of cognitive processes, or neuroanatomical structures, that in turn have an impact on a wide variety of cognitive variables (e.g., Salthouse, Fristoe, & Rhee, 1996) . The issue here is whether, in contrasting normal elderly and AD patients, a similar pattern would be found in which most of the effects of group membership on individual variables are shared with other variables. Relations among variables with significant independent group effects can also be examined in the SCFA procedure. For example, two specific factors could be postulated in addition to the common factor (see Figure 2) . One specific factor might consist of variables in which the independent group effects are in the same direction as the group-common relation, and the other factor might consist of variables in which independent group effects are in the opposite direction as the group-common relation. Not all variables need be associated with one of these specific factors, however, and thus some variables with independent effects associated with diagnostic status may be found to be unrelated to the other variables with independent effects.
In this study, we use SCFA procedures to describe the relationship between a large set of neuropsychological test score variables and the group variable corresponding to AD classification (i.e., AD vs. normal). To the extent that the syndrome of AD represents the sum of independent breakdowns of different domains of information processing, then there should be sets of variables that have weak or nonexistent links to the other variables. However, to the extent that there is a single factor that links the performance of the patients on all of the variables, then the different neuropsychological test scores should all have moderate-to-high loadings on the common factor, and independent relations between the group status variable and the neuropsychological variables should be weak and limited to a few variables.
Method

Participants
The data for the analyses to be reported are based on participants in the Pittsburgh Alzheimer's Research Program, a National Institut~ on Aging (NIA) funded study of the natural history of AD and related dementias (F. Boiler, Program Director; Becker, Boiler, Lopez, Saxton, & McGonigle, 1994; Becker et al., 1988; Huff et al., 1987) . There are three major advantages of these data for the current purposes. First, the samples are relatively large, with 101 C Figure 2 . Structural model in which variables sharing the same direction of independent group effects form specific (Spec.) factors in addition to the common factor. V = variable. step, the parameters from the first step were fixed to the estimated values, and then the EQS program was used to estimate the group-variable relations for each variable. Relations between group and the individual variable were retained in the final model when the coefficients differed from 0 by at least 2 SEs.
Four additional analyses were conducted on the data from the complete sample. First, the analysis was repeated without the Mini-Mental Status Examination variable, because this variable was one of those considered in making the initial diagnosis and, hence, indirectly used in the assignment of individuals to the two groups. Two analyses were each performed with only 50% of the variables. One analysis was based on the variables with odd ranks in terms of the group-variable correlations (see the last column of Table 3) , and the other analysis was based on variables with even ranks in terms of the group-variable correlations, The fourth analysis was conducted contrasting normal adults with individuals classified as having mild AD, as defined on the basis of MiniMental Status Examination scores of 18 or greater. A total of 95 AD individuals met this criterion and were compared with the same 101 normals included in the primary analyses.
normal adults and 180 individuals classified as probable or definite AD. Second, the diagnoses were based on extensive medical and psychiatric examinations and have been confirmed with autopsy results in a large percentage of the cases where autopsies were available (e.g., Becker et al., 1994) . Third, many variables were obtained from each participant, and these variables represented a wide range of cognitive abilities, including memory, speed, spatial, reasoning, and language derived from psychometric and neuropsychological tests. The participants enrolled in the Alzheimer's Research Program Huff et al., 1987) were carefully screened to exclude those with confounding conditions that might in and of themselves account for the dementia syndrome, that is, possible AD (McKhann et al., 1984) . This was important because the stated purpose of the project was to identify those factors that would increase the reliability and validity of the diagnosis of AD, an especially critical undertaking in 1983, the year that the project began. In the present context, therefore, the sample can be considered to represent a relatively pure cohort of AD patients, and thus the findings described here cannot be attributed to comorbid conditions. Although this might have the effect of reducing between-subject variability (because the sample is homogeneous with regard to diagnosis), it increases the certainty that our conclusions are valid with regard to AD. Demographic characteristics of the sample and means and standard deviations for the 49 relevant variables are summarized in Table 1. A subsample with a narrower range of age and education was also created to replicate the analyses when there were smaller group differences in those two variables. Only individuals between 60 and 80 years of age and with at least 12 years of education were retained in this subsample. Demographic characteristics of the 62 normals and 96 AD individuals in this subsample, and means and standard deviations for the relevant variables, are summarized in Table 2 . Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the group differences in age and education in this subsample were reduced by about 50% relative to the original sample.
Data Analysis
A two-step procedure was followed for each analysis, and in all cases the analyses were based on the raw data for individuals with no missing values for the variables included in the analysis. The first step consisted of estimating the common-variable and groupcommon relations using maximum likelihood techniques with the EQS structural equation package (Bentler, 1996) . In the second
Results
Results from the major analyses are summarized in Tables  3 and 4 . The signs of the variables in which higher scores correspond to poorer performance (e,g., measures of time or errors) were reversed so that all group-variable correlations were negative and all common-variable loadings were positive.
The additional analyses on the data from the complete sample yielded results very similar to those in Table 3 . To illustrate, the group-common relations were -.840 in the analysis without the Mini-Mental Status variable, -.850 for the analysis based on the odd-ranked variables, and -.834 for the analysis based on the even-ranked variables compared to the value of -.851 in the overall analysis. The correlations of the common-variable loadings from these analyses and those from the analyses with the complete data were greater than .99 in all cases. Furthermore, the patterns of variables with significant independent group effects were nearly identical, with a few fluctuations depending on whether a particular variable exceeded the 2 SE criterion in a given analysis. l Two additional analyses were carried out to examine the effects of age on these variables. One analysis was identical to that summarized in Table 3 except that age was added as another variable, along with group, having relations to the common factor. The pattern of results in this analysis was similar to that in the other analyses, and the standardized coefficient for the age-common path in that model was -.07 (ns). It can, therefore, be inferred that the results of the primary analyses are not attributable to variations in age across the samples.
A second analysis was conducted on the data from the normal adults, with age replacing the AD group variable. Only variables having absolute correlations of age greater than. 1 were included in this analysis. A total of nine variables were found to be related to age in this sample, and all had a significant loading on the common factor. The standardized coefficient for the age-common path in this analysis was -.46, which is slightly smaller than that found in analyses with a wider age range (e.g., . in Tables 3 and 4 . First, the pattern of results was quite robust across variations in the nature and size of the sample (compare Tables 3 and 4 ) and in the particular combination of variables included in the analyses (i.e., odd-vs. evenranked variables, and with and without the Mini-Mental Status variable). This provides some assurance that the results are relatively stable and not critically dependent upon a specific configuration of individuals or variables. Second, in all analyses there was a large negative relation between the group status variable and the common factor, indicating that the AD group was considerably lower than the normal controls on the factor representing the variance shared by all variables. This was not surprising because of the sizable group differences favoring the normal controls on all variables (see Tables 1 and 2 ) and the known relation between t values and correlations (i.e., r 2 = ~/[ (t 2) / (t 2 + df) ].
Third, all variables had moderate-to-high loadings on the common factor, with the absolute values ranging from .398 to .934. This indicates that all variables shared considerable individual differences variance with other variables and, hence, that they were not independent of one another.
And fourth, a very strong relation existed between the loadings on the common factor and the group-variable correlation contained in the last column of Tables 3 and 4 (e.g., the correlation for the variables in Table 3 was -.77). This finding indicates that the magnitude of the group differences on any given variable can be predicted quite accurately from the degree to which that variable shares variance with other variables. In fact, if there were no independent group-related effects on the variables, then all of the variation in the magnitude of the differences between AD patients and normals on the variables could be attributable to the variation in the loadings of the variables on the common factor and the relations of the group status to the common factor.
An additional analysis was conducted with the complete data set by grouping together those variables in which the independent group relations were in the same direction as the group-common relation and then determining the extent to which this residual group-related variance was shared (significantly) with other variables. Only those variables whose loadings on the specific factor were significant (i.e., the coefficients differed from 0 by more than 2 SEs) were retained in the final model. A single specific factor emerged when the relations among the variables with significant independent effects of group status were examined in this analysis. The standardized path coefficient between the group variable and this specific factor was -.35, indicating that the group effects on these variables were underestimated by the influence through the common factor. All of the variables with significant loadings on this factor involved some type of episodic memory (i.e., trials to criterion and delayed recall with hard paired associates, immediate and delayed story recall, immediate and delayed figure recall, delayed face name recall, and picture memory naming). An apparent implication of this finding is that in addition to the effects associated with AD shared by all variables, there were independent AD-related deficits on variables reflecting various types of memory. Unique group effects were also significant on a few other variables, but they were apparently isolated because they were not related to the effects evident on other variables.
The final analysis involved a contrast between the normals and the mild AD individuals with Mini-Mental State scores of 18 or higher. The results from this analysis, summarized in Table 5 , were very similar to those from the other analyses. For example, the group-common relation was -.885 compared to -.851 in the complete sample, and the correlation between the common-variable loadings in the two analyses was .89. However, there were two notable differences. The first was that the variables had weaker relations to one another in the sample of mild AD individuals. Thirty-five of the 47 variables had smaller commonvariable loadings than they did in the total sample (compare Tables 3 and 5 ). The second major difference was that there was less evidence of independent group-related effects in the mild sample as only 3 variables had significant unique effects of AD compared to 12 variables in the total sample.
Discussion
In a model such as that shown in Figure 1 , the total relation between the group classification and an individual variable is the sum of the product of the group-common and common-variable relations plus any group-variable relation that might exist. Individual variables can exhibit a number of interesting possibilities in this type of analysis. For example, one possibility is that a variable has a large commonvariable loading and no direct (independent) group-variable relation (e.g., the variables in the President's Test). A pattern such as this indicates that the variable shares individual differences with other variables and that there is no unique influence of group status independent of the effects on other variables. In other words, this type of outcome implies that all of the effects associated with AD on the variable overlap with the effects of AD on other variables. A second possibility is that the variable has a large common-variable loading and also a direct group-variable relation (e.g., the two story recall variables). This type of pattern indicates that the variables shared individual differences with other variables but that there were also independent effects of group status. If the independent effects were in the same direction as the group-common relation (as in the case with the story recall variables), then the group effects on the variable would be underestimated by the common factor, perhaps because of an additional influence of group status above and beyond the general or shared effects. If the independent effects were in the opposite direction as the group-common relation, then the group effects would be overestimated by the common factor, possibly because of the involvement of qualitatively different influences that may offset, or compensate for, the influences through the common factor.
The major finding of these analyses is that a large proportion of the effects on cognitive variables associated with AD are interrelated. That is, only a small portion of the effects of AD on individual cognitive variables appears to be independent of the effects on other variables. The primary evidence for this conclusion is that the independent grouprelated effects were few in number and small in magnitude. Only 12 of the 47 variables had significant independent effects of disease status in the major analysis on the complete sample, and the median absolute value of the coefficients was .142 compared to a median absolute total group relation of .829. These results indicate that if an adjustment is made for the general effects of AD, as estimated from the common factor, then there are no remaining effects of AD on nearly 75% of the variables and consistent independent effects only on variables assessing episodic memory. Although we cannot yet specify the nature of the information-processing deficits responsible for the observed pattern of shared common and shared memory-specific effects, it is possible that this pattern reflects the operation of dysexecutive and amnesic syndromes. That is, the common factor may represent executive functions that are involved in many different types of cognitive tasks, and the specific memory factor may correspond to symptoms of amnesia disorders. This interpretation is consistent with earlier conclusions drawn by Morris and Kopelman (1986) that the memory loss in AD could be the result of the combination of the classic amnesic syndrome with the addition of another, independent information-processing deficit. The present interpretation is also compatible with recent evidence that there are patients with identifiable dysexecutive syndromes (Baddeley, Bressi, et al., 1991; Baddeley, Della Salla, et al., 1991; Becker, 1988 Becker, , 1994 that are distinct from the more common amnesic syndrome seen early in AD.
As we and others (e.g., Becker, 1994; Jorm, 1985) have previously noted, there are subgroups of AD patients based on the pattern of neuropsychological deficits, and these subgroups may have different longitudinal courses (Butters et al., 1996) . The data presented here do not invalidate these findings. As we have reported, this cohort includes small groups of patients with prominent visuospatial and lexicalsemantic defects, as well as some groups with pronounced amnesic and dysexecutive syndromes. However, it must be emphasized that all of these subgroup patients met the diagnostic criteria for AD. The findings of the current analyses suggest that within the overall context of the disease there is a shared factor that accounts for a significant proportion of the variance in test scores. This common factor might be thought of as a characteristic that distinguishes a dementia syndrome from a focal amnesia or aphasia. In our view (see earlier discussion), this might best be viewed as a defect in a higher order cognitive process, perhaps related to a putative central executive system (Baddeley & Wilson, 1988; Baddeley, Bressi, et al., 1991; Baddeley, Della Salla, et al., 1991) . Thus, although the subgroups of AD patients differ in the extent to which they express certain aspects of their syndrome, they share with all AD patients a common, global cognitive impairment.
The results of the analysis of the mild AD cases are provocative. There are statistical reasons why there were few (and small) group-related effects in this analysis because the sample size of AD patients (n = 92) was much smaller than in the total patients group (n = 181). The lack of stronger independent effects may also be the result of the necessarily smaller effects associated with group status, because the mild subgroup is less impaired relative to the controls than the AD group as a whole. However, it is tempting to speculate that these findings may represent a genuine phenomenon--that early in AD there are few specific effects of AD on particular cognitive variables. This would suggest a less specific loss of cognitive functions early in the disease than is currently assumed. Additional research using similar types of analytical procedures with samples of mildly impaired patients is clearly desirable to allow these speculations to be investigated.
Finally, an intriguing implication of the current results is that researchers focusing on different sets of variables may not necessarily be studying separate and distinct influences of AD. From the single common factor perspective, one can only be confident that there are unique or distinct influences on a variable if that variable has a significant relation from the group status variable independent of the relation through the common factor. In the analyses reported here, this was the case with many measures of memory and assorted measures of speed and spatial ability. Even with these variables, however, it should be noted that large proportions of the AD-related effects were shared with other variables because the direct (independent) AD effects were much smaller than the indirect ones mediated through the common factor. These results, therefore, imply that someone studying AD-related effects on a variable such as block design or trail making score is probably studying many of the same types of influences being studied by a researcher focusing on backward digit span or category fluency.
In conclusion, the SCFA procedure appears promising for identifying distinct influences associated with AD (or other diseases). Some cautions are needed, because the limitations of the procedure have not yet been fully explored; but the results of these analyses are intriguing. Assuming that similar patterns would be found in other data sets, including those with a wider range of variables and different proportions of patient subtypes, two issues appear to be of fundamental importance. First, researchers should attempt to discover why so many variables have shared group effects; that is, what is the nature of the common factor, and why is it related so strongly to the classification variable (i.e., AD)? Our hypothesis that this represents the dysexecutive component of the syndrome of AD is consistent with a variety of data and should be amenable to empirical investigation. It should also be possible to compare common factors across disease states (e.g., Huntington's disease). Second, efforts should be directed at determining what is responsible for the effects that are independent of the shared influences. Even if those effects are small relative to the common effects, they are important because they represent influences that have been established to be distinct from those operating through the common factor.
